Past Winners of the Arthur Ross Media Award
American Academy of Diplomacy


  *Special Award: The Kyiv Independent*


2019  Rana Foroohar, *Financial Times* and Matt Lee, *Associated Press*


2017  Fareed Zakaria, *CNN* and Jonathan Landay, *Reuters*


2013  Doyle McManus, *The Los Angeles Times* and Judy Woodruff, *PBS News*


2007  Tom Ricks of *The Washington Post* and *The Miami Herald* Latin America Staff (led by Andes Oppenheimer)


2005  Barbara Demick of *The Los Angeles Times* and James Boyd of *The Minneapolis Star Tribune*

2004  Robin Wright of *The Washington Post*

2003  John Burns of *The New York Times* and Anne Garrels of *National Public Radio*

2002  Jim Lehrer of the *NewsHour with Jim Lehrer*

(Note: in 2004, the donor changed the criteria to apply only to the writing press)